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In this article we intend to contribute to the broad field of Marxist
and Keynesian approaches to the theory of cyclical accumulation of
capital. More specifically, we wish to discuss one of the presumably
more basic differences between the two views - without denyinQ the
existence of several similarities and complementary relationships be-
tween them.
We are well aware that there exíst quite considerable differences within
each of these two schools of economic thought, but instead of analysing
a number of representative sub-variants of either approach separately we
have restricted ourselves to the presentation of two specific models of
economic growth. These models might be considered - to some extent - as
"representative" of the Keynesian and the Marxían viewpoint, respective-
ly. When analysinR some aspects of the [wo models we want in particular
to point out the different distributional features which do appear in
both models and which may serve as one of the cycle generatinq forces.
In our opinion one of the more important differences is the procyclical
oscillation of the profit share in the Keynesian and the countercyclical
fluctuation of the profit share2) in the Marxian theory or, 3n brief:
the distinction between wage share squeeze versus profit share squeeze,
which permits one to understand one of the fundamental differences
1) We are deeply indebted to S. Bowles, R. Edwards, R.M. Goodwin, L.
Montruccio, F. Petri and E. Wolfstetter for detailed comments, for
constructive criticisms of various parts of the paper and for pointing
out some errors in earlier drafts. Of course, neither of them may be
blamed for remaining shortcomings.
2) We will make more precise below what is to be understood by pro- and
counter-cyclical movements of the profit share.2
between the two approaches.l)
With respect to the - more or less -"Keynesian" theory we start with
Harrod's ideas about the instability of equilibrium growth. This well-
known feature is based on the way capitalists are assumed to react to
product-market disequilibria: A situatíon with excess demand (what
amounts to the same as a surplus of planned investment with regard to
planned (and realized) savings) will lead to (i) an expansion of pro-
duction as well as demand and (ii) to a rising Rap between demand and
supply.2)
Then we shall discuss some consequences of redistributional effects
within the Harrodian framework. In particular we will analyse the pro-
blem of whether changes of income distribution could be envisaged as a
force which might break the tendency to rising product-market disequi-
libria.
Although the role of income distribution is rather neglected in Harrod's
basic story, both his publications3) and his correspondence with Keynes
1) Compare for instance Kaldor's Peking-Lecture (Kaldor 1956), in which
this difference has been pointed out very clearly in the context of
(non-cyclical) accumulation theory. According to Kaldor the principal
difference between the Keynesian and the Marxian approach to accumula-
tion theory is entírely due to the inverse movement of the real wage
rate.
2) See Harrod (1939) as well as his London-Lectures (Harrod 1948),
especially lecture 3.
3) See aqain Harrod (1939), and (1948), especially pp. 86-91. In his
earlier book on the trade cycle (Harrod 1936) changes in income distri-
hution had been taken into account, compare chapter 2, and to some
extent he seems to have come back to this position, see Harrod (1973),
especially chapter 3.3
over his seminal "Essay in Dynamic Theory"1) contain some suggestions
with reQard to this. In order to let savings catch up with investment in
a situation where the latter has outpaced the former, the savings ratio
would have to rise significantly. Harrod did pay attention to the possi-
bility that this could happen as a consequence of a boom-induced rise in
the profit share. We will apply this hypothesis with regard to the
behaviour of income distribution in the grawth cycle in the development
of our somewhat "Harrodian" model of cyclical growth. We will start with
a formulation of Harrod's cumulative instability principle in section 2.
In the following section we shall present a model of a growth cycle.
Usíng a saving function which reflects the movements of income distri-
bution referred to above, we will show the restrictions under which
endogenously determined growth cycles with constant, diminishing, or
increasing amplitudes can occur.
In our variant of a"Keynesian" growth cycle the relation of cyclical
oscillations to the natural rate of growth, i.e. full-employment growth,
will not be discussed, at least not ín the text. We have chosen to study
the interrelationship between the actual and the warranted rate of
growth only.2) The main reasons for neglecting the natural rate of
growth are as follows:
(i) Looking for a counterpart for a process of cyclical growth along
Marxian lines, we will have to consíder cyclical oscillations around an
1) The inclined reader may consult the correspondence between Harrod and
Keynes ín Moggridge (1973), in particular pp. 320-350. In brief,
Harrod's position with respect to changes of the distributíonal shares
as a stabilizing force was - at least between 1938 and 1948 - rather
sceptical, quite in sharp contrast to Keynes, who strongly insisted on
the stabilizing power of redistributional effects to establish a new
equilibrium position. There can be no doubt about the fact, that Harrod
had the more convincing economic arguments in this debate.
2) But see Appendix II which offers a compact analysis of the relation
between the actual and the natural rate of growth.4
equilibrium path whích is compatible with unemployment. Now the warrant-
ed rate of growth is obviously to be considered as the growth-theoretic
generalization of the Keynesian short-run equilibrium state, thus imply-
ing involuntary unemployment.l) Moreover, in Harrod's theory there
simply does not exist a stabilizing mechanism which would drive the
economy towards the full-employment path: The natural rate of growth is
independent of both, the actual and the warranted rate of growth.Z)
(ii) An analysis of a Post-Keynesian model along - say - Kaldorian lines
would in our opinion be a less natural reference point for a comparison
with the Marxian theory, because Kaldor's theory of capital acciunulation
essentially is a growth theory with a long-run stable path of full-
employment.3) In this theory it is the effect of distributional changes
which enables the economy to converge towards full-employment growth.
1) According to Harrod, the warranted rate of growth "is the entrepre-
neurial equilibrium; it is the line of advance, which, if achieved, will
satisfy profit takers that they have done the right thing; in Keynesian
fashion it contemplates the possibility of growing 'involuntary' unem-
ployment." See Harrod (1948), p. 87.
There exists, however, a fundamental difference between the set of
static equilibria in the sense of Keynes and the set of dynamic equili-
bria in the sense of Harrod. The Keynesian equilibrium positions are
stable for every level of employment, whereas the Harrodian equilibrium
is unstable for every level of employment. For a further discussion on
the stability problem involved in the warranted rate of growth compare
for instance Hicks (1949) and Miconi (1967). A different viewpoint with
respect to the stability problem of the warranted rate of growth may be
found in Rose (1959), who argued in favour of the stability of the
warranted rate. Last not least, the reader should consult Harrod's own
latest reflecttons on the so-called "knife-edge problem" in Harrod
(1973), chapter 3.
2) This constitutes one of the major differences between Harrod on one
and Kaldor and Pasinetti (1961~62) on the other side. But note that J.
Robinson (1962) also has analysed steady state growth paths below full-
employment.
3) Compare Kaldor (1957), (1958). The reader should consult Kaldor's
earlier article on the trade cycle (Kaldor 1940), however. In this
article variations of the savings ratio are determined by the movement
of the profit share, an idea, which Kaldor attributed to Harrod's ex-
planation of the trade cycle, i.e. our point of departure in this note.
It is a pity that Kaldor never tried to integrate his earlier and his
later writings into a theory of cyclical growth.5
Without going here into a more detailed analysís, whether this view
should be accepted as an accurate theory of the capitalist economy in
the long-run or not, we prefer as more appropriate to compare the Marx-
ian viewpoint with Harrod's ideas of dynamic processes around unstable
growth paths around unemployment levels.
Let's turn to the Marxist view on accumulation cycles of capital.
In recent years it has become quite common amongst Marxist economists to
acknowledge the existence of various different strands of Marxist crisis
theory which are not reconcilable in a convincing manner. Mostly we find
a classification into theories of
a) the falling rate of profit,
b) underconswnption, and
c) profit squeeze, respectively.l)
We will not try to assess the rationality of the various approaches here
but make deliberate use of the ideas underlying the profit squeeze
version in which distribution plays a central r01e. According to this
view, undisturbed accumulation of capital is assumed to lead to a risinQ
degree of employment, i.e. a reduction of the reserve army of labour,
which will in due course give rise to a higher wage share because it
improves the bargaining position of the working class considerably.
Consequently, a retardation or a decline of capital accumulat~on will
eventually occur and restore the reserve army of labour.2) When the more
favorable conditions for capitalists have led to a renewed acceleration
of employment another growth cycle will begin, Goodwin's model of a
growth cycle (Goodwin 1972) may be regarded as a formal expression of
1) See for instance Weisskopf (1979).
2) The cyclical variations of the reserve army of labour should be
considered as independent from its existence which has to be derived
from technical progress.the profit squeeze argument which can be derived from chapter 25 of
Marx' "Capital", vol. I. It is essentially because of the formalization
of the cycle generating mechanism presen[ed in Marx' accumulation theory
that Goodwin does not pay attention to those product market disequili-
bria which on the other hand are at the core of Harrod's theory. Yet
while Marx didn't use "Keynesian" notions in the part of "Capital" we
referred to, it is well-known that he explicitly insisted on the rele-
vance of the problem of surplus value realization as opposed to the
problem of its production.l) Starting from a brief description of Good-
win's model and its results in section 4(which can be skipped by rea-
ders familiar with it), we introduce one element of the realization
problem into Goodwin's model in section 5. ThouQh the results will be
modified, the changes will not necessarily amount to cumulative instab-
ility but they provide the possibility of "Marx~Goodwin"-growth cycles.
If growth cycles can be derived under rather contradictory assumptions
about the behaviour of income distribution during the cycle, it becomes
relevant to study the way in which the movements of income shares are
empirically related to the various phases of the cycle. Section 6 con-
tains some remarks on empirical studies in this field. The main conclus-
ion of this - last - section of our article will he that, while there
exist studies which support the Keynesian determínation of procyclical
profit share oscillations while others stipport the Marxian point, it is
not possible to reject one of the approaches on the basis of firm empi-
rical results.
1) See Marx (1R94~1977b), chapter 15. Also compare Robinson (1942) for
an interpretation of the more or less "Keynesian" parts of "Capítal".7
II. A Simple Formulation of Harrod's Instability Principle
In this section we present a model of an unstable growth process. The
model may serve as a rather simple description of the kind of instabil-
ity Harrod might have had in mind when formulating his principle of
cianulative instability.l)
Now consider the set of equations of our model:2)
(1) N- Ct I
(2) Y - C t S
(3) S - sY
(4) I - vY
(5) Z - I - S
(6) g - Y~Y
, ~~ s ~ 1, s- const.
, 0 C v , v- const.
(7) g- a(Z~Y) , 0 ~ a , a- const.
In this model Y is the level of production or real income while demand
is denoted by N. Demand consists of consumption and investment demand,
denoted by C and I, respectively. Following Harrod, investment demand
will be interpreted as additions or depletions of all kinds of stocks
including those of consumption goods in process or kept by traders.
Final demand by consumers will always be satisfied. This means that an
1) See Harrod (1939) and (1948), chapter 3. Elsewhere (Glombowski~Kriiger
1982) we have called this principle the strong version of instability ín
order to make a distinctíon between cumulative instability and instabil-
ity of an equilibrium path, which may be surrounded by cyclical oscill-
ations.
2) For other versions at the textbook level see Allen (196R), chapter 11
or Kre1le~Gabisch (1972), chapter 3. Helmstádter has interpreted
Harrod's theory from an Austrian point of view, cf. Helmst2dter (1969),
chapter 11.implicit assumption as to the availability of the commodities is made. A
similar assinnption is involved concerning investment demand: Producers
will always be able to buy machines and raw materials according to their
production plans. This assumption enables us to neglect what would
otherwise 6e possible: differences between planned and realized pur-
chases. If ínvestment demand (I) exceeds savings (S), then the differen-
ce (measured by Z) consists of unintended depletions of all kinds of
stocks with producers and traders. It should be added that a fully
developed model of cumulative processes ought to include stock variables
as one cannot draw on limited stocks forever. We feel entitled, however,
to neglect this point, firstly because Harrod did so and secondly be-
cause our model of the following sections aims at describing processes
in which these restrictions would not become effective.
Savings are assumed to have a constant relation to income as expressed
by equation 3. Thus there is no feedback of a possible change in income
distribution on the savinqs ratio. This assumptíon will be modified in
the following section where we will allow for influences which have been
mentioned in the introduction.
Investment depends on the increase ín production. Of course, the de-
scription of the investment behaviour by tl-~e simple linear acceleration
principle in equation 4 is open to a lot of objections. Nevertheless, it
is a standard element in growth models and we shall use it here for the
sake of simplicity.
Equation (5) introduces Z, the difference between planned investtnents
and savíngs. From (1) and (2) it follows that this difference is equal
to that hetween demand and supply (production),
For the dynamics of the model it is crucial in which way capitalists are
supposed to react with their production plans to excess demand or supp-ly. Equation (7) describes a fairly simple mechanism of reaction: If
demand is equal to supply then the rate of growth of production is
supposed to remain constant; but whenever a product market disequili-
brium appears, the rate of growth will rise or fall in proportion to the
(relative) excess demand or supply, respectively. The coefficient
a tells us how strong the reaction will be. Its reciprocal is to be
interpreted as the n~nber of time units which are necessary to achieve a
change in production equal to an inítial excess or shortage of demand or
supply.
We turn now to the time path of the growth rate g under the given as-
sumptions. Our result will not at all be surprising.
If we substitute I and S from (3) and (4) the excess demand or supply
can be written as
(8) Z - vY - sY.
Using (6), i.e. the definition of the actual rate of growth, the relat-
ive excess demand or supply is then expressed by
(4) 7,~Y - vg - s.
Substitution of (9) into (7) yields
(1(1) R - a(vQ - s).
If the rate of growth happens to be equal to Harrod's "warranted rate",
given hy10
(11) P,w - s~v,
then the actual rate of growth remains constant, i.e. g- 0, and a
growth path with continuous equilibriiun between demand and supply will
be realized.
Equation (1~) may also be written in the form
(12) ~ - av(g - gw).
Our arQumentation so far may be sinnmarized in two simple diagrams. In
figure 1 the investment share and the savings ratio are depicted as
functions of the rate of growth while in figure 2 relation (10) is








The figures do not seem to need any detailed interpretation. Figure 2
shows the Narrodian process of cumulative instability, It can be seen
that deviations of the actual rate of growth g from the warranted rate
growth gW - s~v tend to increase the gap between g and gw, As long as g
exceeds sw, g will increase which in turn will give rise to a further
growth of their difference. Analogous results are obtained for the
opposite case. In either situation the changes of the growth rate are
affected by the value of the reaction coefficient.
To sum up, the principle of cumulatíve instability may be described by
(13) g~ Q a~~(1 i a~?~ ~ ~
~ w ~ dt Y ~
This result may be considered as a very simple characterization of
Harrod's instability principle.12
If this mechanism is to form a part of a model of a growth cycle it has
to be restricted in one way or another. Usually this is achieved by the
acknowledgment of external límits to the growth of production or to the
decline of investment.l)
1) Harrod's natural rate of ~rowth, i.e. the full-employment rate of
qrowth, for instance, serves as an exogenously Qiven upper boundary -
compare appendíx II. For another restriction see Goodwin's discussion of
non-linear elements in the acceleration principle, Goodwin (1951).13
III. Variahility of the Savings Ratio in Harrod's Model of Unstable
Growth
The idea of a risinR savings ratio concomitant to an increasing income
is a familiar feature of Keynesian economics where it appears in a
variety of forms. Keynes' "fundamental psychological law" is a well
known example of it. Keynes formulated this law with regard to income as
distinct from its rate of growth. The decline of the average propensity
to consume (a rise in the propensity to save) is explained in the first
place by satiation factors.l)
In the growth theories of Kaldor and Robinson a higher rate of growth is
associated with a higher rate and share of profits.Z) The savings ratios
of workers ( sW) and capitalists ( s ) are constant and 0 c s C s 5 1.
7( W 1f
Therefore a shift to profits entails a rise in the overall savings
ratio. Attention is concentrated on grrnath paths on which equilibria
between savings and investment persist. Disequilibria come into play
only if an equilibrium path is left and a new one has to be approached.
Then investment is considered to play the active rSle. Suppose invest-
ment starts to accelerate and to run ahead of intended savings, In this
case the excess demand for products is assumed to lead to price increas-
es which outstrip possible increments in money wage rates. Thus the
profit share will rise and provide the impulse for an increase in the
savings ratio. This process will last until a new product market equili-
U See Keynes (1936), chapters 8, ]0.
2) See for instance Kaldor (1957).14
brium is reached with higher shares of savings, investment and profits
as well as a higher rate of growth.l)
Harrod seems to have accepted this story as far as the movement of
income shares is concerned, but was rather sceptical with regard to the
equilibrating potential of this mechanism. According to Harrod, an
acceleration of investment and growth would lead to a"profit inflation"
which means rising prices plus a shift to profits. Obviously, the aver-
age propensity to save would rise then, too. But Harrod held it to be
highly unlikely that a new product market equilibrium would be eventu-
ally established. In his correspondence with Keynes, he emphasized the
possibility of persisting and cumulating disequilibria.2)
Nevertheless, he considered the possibility of endogenous turning points
of upward and downward processes, brought about by changes in the aver-
age savings ratio, too.3) For an upper turning point the argument would
run as follows: The boom is characterized by investment running ahead of
savings. The implied excess demand on the product market gives rise to
price increases which are not fully compensated for by nominal wage
increases. As the profit share rises, differential savings propensities
1) While Kaldor's stable full employment path shares the stability
property with Keynes' stable unemployment equilibrium, Harrod's unstable
growth equilibrium has the unemployment feature ín common with Keynes'
conception. Considered from the viewpoint of unemployment theory,
"Harrod" might be regarded as more Keynesian than "Kaldor".
2) Cf. Harrod's letters to Keynes dated August 21, September 6, 14 and
22, 193R, respectively, in Moggridge (1973), pp. 328-345.
3) See Harrod (1936), chapter 2 and Harrod (1973), chapter 3. In the
latter book Harrod distinguishes quite clearly between a"normal" war-
ranted rate of Qrowth and "special" warranted rates, i.e. short run
equilibrium rates due to the variability of the savinQs ratio. These
procyclically moving warranted rates of growth serve to explain endoge-
nous turning points of the cyclical growth process.
Note that Harrod took variable savings ratios into account even in his
weli-known article of 1939 as well as in his London Lectures. In the
latter we read: "F.ven if saving as a fraction of income is fairly steady
in the long run, it is not likely to be so in the short run." See Harrod
(194R) , p.í39.15
lead [o increases in the overall savings ratio.l) If these increases are
strong and quick enough, the savings ratio will catch up with the in-
vestment ratio and even outstrip the latter. But in this case demand
excess is reversed into excess supply. As a consequence a cumulative
downward tendency will become effective. The argument with respect to
the lower turning point can be developed symmetrically.
A model of the endogenous cyclical process just described verbally can
be obtained by substituting a special savings function for the previous
assumption of a constant savings ratio. While it could be introduced
riQht away, it may provide more insight if its building blocks are
explained in some more detail.
First we assume that the profit share (n) is a rising function
of the growth rate,
(14a) n - f(g), f`(g) ~ 0
This implies
(14h) n - f'(g)Q .
Thus whenever the rate of growth rises, so does the profit share. Ac-
cording to (9) this happens whenever excess demand occurs.
(Of course, this assumption entails that workers will never be able to
maintain or even expand their income share ín a situation of excess
1) Narrod was not the first economist who used the idea of a different-
ial savings function within the framework of husiness cycle theory. See
e.Q. Preiser (1933) in which a highly original theory of the business
cycle is to be found.16
demand on the product market. While their nominal wages may rise as a
consequence of an increase in the demand for labour, they will rise less
than the combined growth rates of labour productivity and the price
level. Or, to put in a different way, real wage increases will be small-
er than productivity growth. It will be seen in the later parts of the
present paper that these assumptions stand in straight contradiction to
the profit squeeze approach in Marxist crisis theory.)
Next we stipulate a"long run" savings function. Let s~ be the




s - h(n), h'(n) ~ 0.
This function could take on the familiar Kaldorian form or be a general-
ized version of it.
Finally, we assume that the actual savings ratio is adjusted to the
desired one by a simple linear adjustment process described by
~
(14d) 's - b(s - s), 0 ~ b- const. ~ 1.
Thus the savings ratio is adapted to the movements of the growth rate
and of the profit share with a distributed lag. This assumption takes
Harrod's scepticism about the instanteneous variability of the marginal
savings ratio partially into account. The introduction of a lag in the
adaptation of the savings ratio creates the possibility that the actual
savings ratio still keeps on rising while the desired savings ratio
already falls.17
Putting the building blocks together, we obtain
(14e) 's - b{h[f(g)] - s}; a' s~ag ~ 0, as~as ~ 0.
Using the following linear forms of equations (14a) and ( 14c), respect-
ively, i.e.
(14f) n--al f aZg, al, a2 - const. ~ 0.
~
(14f) s- sw f( sn - sw)n, 1~ sn ~ sw ~ 0,
we arrive at a linear version of (14e), too:
(14h) 's - b[sw - (sn - sw)al] t b(s~ - sW)a2g - bs.
Using the abbreviations
(14i) b[sw - (sn - sw)al] - -c and
(14j) b(sn - sw)aZ - a,
we can rewrite (14h) to obtain
(14) s--c f ag - bs; a, b and c positive constants.
Note that al ~ ~ is not sufficient to let -c be negative. In addition,
(15) al ~ sw~(s~ - sw) ~ 018
has to be satisfied. This is assumed in the following for reasons which
will become apparent below.
Equations (14) and (10) together form a pair of differential equations
from which we can derive the dynamic behaviour of our modifíed Harrodian
system.
By putting S equal to zero a partial equilibrium function for the sav-
ings ratio is obtained from (14):
(16) s - -c~b t (a~b)g; (s - 0)
(16) is the Qeometrical locus of all combinations of s and g which give
rise to an unchanged savings ratio.
From (10) the partial equilibrium function for Q is derived as
(17) s - vg, (g - 0)
Both partial equilibrium functions are illustrated in figure 3. In order
to get positive equilihrium values for both, the savings ratio and the
rate of Qrowth, the addítional parameter restriction
(18) a~b - v ~ Q
has to be satisfied. While (15) guarantees that the partial equilibrium
equation for s has a negative intercept on the abscissa, (18) ensures
that its slope is steeper, so that it will cross the partial equilíbrium19
curve for g from below and in the positive orthant.
The equilibrium values of s and g arel)
~ly~ g0 - ( alb) - v' s0 - (a~b) - v~
We can use (10) and (14) also for getting a first idea of the dynamics
in the neighborhood of the equilibrium point (g0, s0). From (10) we
derive
(20) g ~ 0 - s ~ vg,
and ít follows from (14) that
(21) s ~ 0 - s ~ -(c~b) f (a~b)g.
These informations are sufficient to determine the directions that s and
g will move if s~ s0 and g~ g0. They are indicated in figure 4.
c~b (vc)~b




A closer consideration of the disequílibrium dynamics shows a rather
broad spectrum of different behaviour of the Qrowth paths. For instance,
s and g may rise or fall together continuously once entering the south-
east or the north-west reRion of figure 4, Alternatively, s and g may
fluctuate with rising, constant and even declining amplitudes. To get
concrete results we have to return to a more formal reasoning.l~
1? Compare Appendix I for the details.22
Let us analyse the equations (1~) and (14) in the neighborhood of the
equilibrium point (gG, sG). That is to say, we have to consider the
following vector-differential equation
(22)
uow the qualitative character of the solutions depends on the eigenval-
ues of the matrix of (22). The two eigenvalues are
(23) u1~2 - -~(b - av) t }{(b - av)2 - 4ab[(aIb) - vj}1`
In view of (23) we may conclude that a cyclical solution with a constant
amplitude belonQs to the range of possible results - although it cer-
tainly is a rather special one.l) Let's have a closer look at this case.
The parameter restriction is
(74) a - b~v.
The first expression in (23) vanishes which means that the solution will
not show an upward or a downward trend in the variables s and g. Fur-
therlnore, the roots are purely imaginary, ,since the quadratic term of
1) We admít that linear differential equation systems are not very
suitable tools for modelling business cycles, because reQular oscillat-
ions occur only under special parameter constellations. To retain some
realistic flavour in the cases of exploding or damped oscillations one
has to refer to either limiting boundaries or to shocks which prevent
final stabilization, cf, e.Q. Bergstrom (1967), p. 30.
We have developed a non-linear Harrodian model elsewhere using quite a
different savings function and yieldinR limit cycle solutions, see
Glombowski~KruQer (1982). However, in that alternative approach the
savings function seems more objectionable than the present one.the discriminant vanishes and the remaining term is negative. Conse-
quently, we get a cvclical solution, i.e, oscillations with a constant
amplitude around the equilibriu.m growth rate and the equilibrium savings
ratio, respectively, provided that we start from a disequilihrium situ-
ation. Then the oriQinal variables Y and S will exhibit rising differen-
ces in absolute terms and constant displacements in relative terms from
their exponential equilihrium paths.
It may he convenient to consider a numerical example for this case. Let
b- 3~4 and v- 5~4. Because of (24) we have to choose a- 3~5. Re-
striction (2~) is met by takíng a- 312. With c- 0,027, we will obtain
the equilihrium values g~ - 0,~48 and s~ - 0,06. Figure 5 shows the
phase diagram of thís example while figure 5 gíves the time paths of s
and Q for one complete cycle and an initial (and maximal) displacement




~ , g - 0 ~ i ~~?5
Of course, the special case we have discussed is a rather particular and
highly unlikely one. As the parameters b, a and v are mutually indepen-
dent, the real part of the eigenvalues will only vanish by accident. In
any case a~ 1 would be a necessary condition for this to happen because
h has been assumed to be within the interval 0 ~ b~ 1 and v must be
expected to be greater than one if time is measured in years. But
a~ 1 implies that the time necessary to compensate for an excess demand
by additional output is longer than one year. Such a value seems to be
an underestimation of the speed of response of capitalists to demand
siQnals. In Keynesian models using this kind of adjustment approach,
a is stipulated to be at least 2.1) 'Pherefore an accelerating growth,
whether cyclical or not, seems to be a more justified expectation. With
regard to the latter alternative the magnitude of a, í.e. the strength
of the reaction of the savings ratio to changes in the rate of growth is
of crucial importance. The condition for the existence of cyclical
solutions can he Pormulated as
( 25) a ~ bv f (b-av)~I(4a)
and this inequality could - at least theoretically - be met hy choosing
a sufficiently hiQh value of a.
In this context it is very informative to read the cor.respondence be-
tween Keynes and Harrod we referred to above. It was Keynes who argued
that in a ciunulative upswinQ the savings ratio might rise strongly
enough to let excess demand vanish and thus break the underlying mechan-
ism of the "instahility principle".
1) Cf. BerQStrom (1967), pp. 31, 33, 42.26
Harrod on the other hand didn't reject this possibility completely, yet
he strongly emphasized that the marginal propensity to save had to rise
to empirically unreasonable levels to achieve that.l) While in this
discussion Harrod was primarily concerned to defend his instability
principle, in other publications mentioned above he gave more credit to
the theoretical perspective of an endogenous cycle along the lines set
out here.2)
T'he second crucial reaction coefficient (a) was also touched upon in the
correspondence.3) It is quite correctly associated with the likelihood
of more or less instability but its significance remains of a secondary
order.
Now the constancy of a over the cycle seems to be a rather questionable
assumption: the reaction of production to excess demand may be faster in
situations of low capacity utilization than in those with more or less
full capacity. For instance, a could become very high in a slump and
rather low in a boom. A modification of our model with respect to a
variable speed of response may make it more likely that the model yields
cyclical solutions.
Income distribution and the variability of the savings ratio - although
to a large extent abstracted from in Harrod's writings on instability
and cycles - don't seem to be entirely irre~evant for these subjects. We
have attempted to show in which way they could possibly be taken into
account in a Harrodian world if their relevance is accepted. Finally,
even if their influence were not sufficient to break the cumulative
1) See e.g. Harrod's letter to Keynes from September 22, 1938, Moggridge
(1973), pp. 342-344.
2) Fspecially in Harrod (1936) and Harrod (1973).
3) See MogQridge (1973), pp. 333, 338 and 340f.upward or downward processes it still could be worth-while to take them
into account as miti~ating factors.28
IV. Goodwin's Model of Cyclical Accumulatíon
IV.1 Introduction
Recall from the first part of Marx' chapter on the general law of capi-
tal accumulation (Marx (1867~1977a), chapter 25) that Marx was quite
well aware of a relation between the rate of surplus-value and the
employment ratio. Under the assumption of a constant organic composition
of capital the changes of the rate of surplus-value are the only deter-
minant of the changes of the rate of profit and - in the simplest situ-
ation - the changes of the rate of accumulation, which in turn determin-
es the rate of Qrowth of labour demand. A fair ínterpretation of the
Marxian ideas would seem that the rate of surplus-value should be con-
sidered as a declining function of the employment ratio.l) But a rising
employment ratio - due to capital accumulation - will not necessarily
give rise to an immediate reduction of the ra[e of surplus-value. A
rising employment ratio may be compatible with a constant or even a
rising rate of profit temporarily; but beyond a certain level of the
employment ratio the barQaininQ power of the labour class will be strong
enough to raise the real wage even more than labour productivity. If the
bargaining power enables the labour class to reduce the rate of surplus-
value and therefore the rate of profit, t~en - according to Marx - the
rate of accumulation will be reduced, thereby weakening the demand for
labour and thus the bargaining power of the labour class.2j In Marx's
own words: "Fither the price of labour keeps on risinQ, because its rise
1) Such an assumption would give rise to a stable steady state growth
with a constant employment share on the equilíbrium path. See also
below, p. 33.
2) For a critical discussion of this argument compare Robínson (1942),
chapter 4.29
does not interfere with the progress of accumulation.... In this case it
is evident that a diminuition in the unpaid labour in no way interferes
with the extension of the domain of capital. Or, on the other hand,
accumulation slackens in consequence of the rise in the price of labour,
because the stimulus of gain is blunted. The rate of accumulation les-
sens; but with its lessening, the primary cause of that lessening van-
ishes, i.e., the disproportion between capital and exploitable labour-
power. The mechanísm of the process of capitalist production removes the
very obstacles that it temporarily creates. The price of labour falls
again to a level corresponding with the needs of the self-expansion of
capital, whether the level be below, the same as, or above the one which
was normal before the rise of wages took place,"1j
In the same section Marx stated his view that the bargaining power of
the labour class could never really overcome the profitability condit-
ions of capital: "The rise of wages therefore is confined within limits
that not only leave intact the foundations of the capítalistic system,
but also secure its reproduction on a progressive scale. The law of
capitalistic accumulation, metamorphosed by economists into pretended
law of Nature, in reality merely states that the very nature of accumul-
ation excludes every diminuation in the degree of exploitation of la-
bour, and every rise in the price of labour, which could seriously
imperil the continual reproduction, on an ever-enlarging scale, of the
capitalistic relation."2)
1) Marx (1867~1977a), p. 580f.
2) Marx (1867~1977a), p. 582. Obviously this statement differs sharply
from Kaldor's interpretation: "The existence of a reserve army is thus
essential to the preservation of profits, If the demand for labour
exceeds the supply of wage-labour there is nothing in Marx's theory to
prevent waQes from rising until profits are wiped out altogether." See
Kaldor (1956), p. 249.30
In the followinQ section we shall discuss a model developed by Goodwin
in 1965, which may serve as a clear cut analysis (in modern tenns) of
the Marxian mechanism just described. It will be seen that the Marxian
idea of accumulation cycles - due to the class conflict - can be rigor-
ously formulated within a mathematical model of cyclical growth.
IV.2 A Modified Version of Goodwin's Model
We present here a modified version of Goodwin's model; the main reason
for our variant is to underline the crucial importance of a savings
ratio, dependinQ on distribution, for the dynamic interrelationships of
the relevant macroeconomic variables in Goodwin's model.
Let us establish our set of 13 equations in 13 variables and the more
important characteristics of the model as briefly as possible.
[de consider a one-sector macroeconomic model without money, all vari-
ables are net and real.
The rate of profit ís defined as the ratio between profits and real
capital stock
(26) P - nIK.
Define the proEít share as the ratio of profits to income
(27) n- 1I~Y, fl ~ n! 1.
It seems reasonable to restrict solutions to a strictly positive profit
share and a strictly positive wage share, at least in the context of
lonQ run processes of cyclical Qrowth. Next we introduce the employment31
ratio, i.e., employment divided by labour supply
s-LiA, o~ a~ 1.
Again it may be argued that normally the fluctuations of the employment
ratio in a cyclically growing economy occur without reaching the full
employment barrier. Moreover, in Marxian theory there exists a positive
industrial reserve army of labour in almost every situation of the
accumulation process.
The savings ratio is denominated by
(29) a- S~Y, 0 ~ a ~ 1.
Labour productivity i s defined by
(30) y - Y~L.
The rate of growth of real capital i s called the accumulation rate
(31) r - K~K - K.
Profits are the difference between income and wages
(32) II - Y - wL.
It is assumed that technical progress is neutral in the sense of Harrod;
therefore the capital-output ratio is constant and labour productivity
is rising at a constant positive rate of growth,32
(33) k- K~Y, 1 ~ k- const.
( 34) y - m, 0 ~ m - const.
Note that a constant capital-output ratio is compatible with a constant
orRanic composition of capital.
In the simplest case the labour force participation rate may be consi-
dered as a constant fraction of the population. Now if the population is
~rowinq at a constant exo~enous rate n, then
(35) A- n, 0~ n- const.
The reader should keep in mind that this assiunption does not very accur-
ately meet Marx' idea of a labour force dependin~ - at least in the long
run - on the accumulation rate also. The Marxian concept could be better
expressed by a variable participation rate depending on the rate of
accvmulation. But for the sake of simplicity we shall apply (35) in the
present paper.
The crucial equation for the functionin~ of the model is the relation
between the rate of ~rowth of the real w~ge rate and the employment
ratio. In linear form it reads
(3Fi) w--a} t a2s, 0 ~ al,a2.
(36) Implies - in Marxian terms - a relation between the rate of growth
of the rate of surplus value and the employment ratio, because the rate
of surplus value can be defined in our present setting as (y - w)~w and33
its growth rate can therefore be expressed as a function of w and y 1)
Note that we really need a relation between A and S. A formulation in
the level of the real wage would only give rise to a non-cyclical steady
state solution of the model.2)
As to the savinqs ratio we introduce
(37) a- sw f( sn - sw)n, C c sw t sn ~ 1.
The introduction of this differential savin~s equation into the theory
of Qrowth and distribution is associated with the name of Kaldor. But,
as we mentioned above, it has already been used by Preiser and Harrod in
the early thirties within their theories of the trade cycle. It will be
seen below that the dependence of the savings ratio on the profit share
constitutes an essential element in the working of the model.
Finally we have the product market equilibrium condition
( 3R) S - K.
It is in the spirit of the Marxian idea of cyclical accumulation of
capital to derive a cycle mechanism from the dynamics of the labour
market only. The application of (38) in the present context, however,
should not be interpreted as if Marx would have neglected product market
dynamics, i.e., the realization problem.
1) The reader may check that the Rrowth rate of the rate of surplus
value becomes
(m -~ al - a2u)~(1 - w~Y).
2) Cf. Glombowski (1983).34
In Goodwin's model, equation (37) reduces to a-~r because of the as-
sumptions sw - 0 and sn - 1. 1) Moreover, in his model the accumulation
rate equals the profit rate and therefore he needs no equilibrium con-
dition.
Note that with a constant capital coefficient the rate of profit is
proportional to the profit share
(39) p-k n~ á~~ 0.
The rate of accumulation is a rising function of the profit share, too:
(40) r - aIk - k [sw t (s~ - sw)n], ~n ~ 0.
We will now reduce the model to two differential equations in s and n.
Expressing (28) in terms of rates of growth and inserting from (30),
(34) and (35) yields
(41) 6 - Y - (m f n).
Recause of (33) we can replace Y by (40) to obtain
(42) g- k sw f k( sn - sw)n -(m t n) or
(43) S - {k jsw -i (sn - sw)nl - (m f n)}g.
1) Goodwin already pointed out that his assumptíon a- sn , sn - 1
"could be altered to constant proportional savings, thus changing the
numbers but not the logic of the system". See Goodwín (1972), p. 443. Of
course, "constant proportional savings" must be interpreted to mean sn -
const. ~ 1 in this context.35
This is our first differential equation. The second one in n can be
derived as follows: From ( 27) and ( 32) we get
(44) n - 1 - (wly).
Differentiating with respect to time yields
(45) ir - (y - w)(1 - n).
We insert (34) and (36) to get
(4h) ~r - (m f al - a2~)(1 - n)
which is our second differential equation.
In the following we discuss the equilibrium and disequilibrium solutions
of the equation system (43) and (46), respectively. We start with a
consideration of the equilibrium solution. For our equations there
exists a unique posítive equilibrium point:l)
1 k(m t n) - sw
(47) (BD. nD) - (á (al } m). s - s ).
2 n w
Within the Marxian theory of accumulation, undoubtedly an equilibrium
value for the employment ratio should be obtained which is definitely
less than unity due to the existence of the reserve army of labour.2)
Therefore the constants should meet the inequality al t m~ a2,
1) For all calculations see Appendix III.
2) For a more extensive discussion of the concept of the industrial
reserve army compare for example KruQer (1982), chapter 4.36
The equilibríum value for the profit share is consístent with Goodwin's
equilibrium value for the wage share: Take sw - 0 and s- 1 into ac-
n
count to obtain 1- n~ - 1- k(m f n) which is Goodwin's result for the
wage share.
The equilibrium solution describes a path of constant growth with K- Y
k(m f n) - s
- m f n; the rate of profit is constant, p- k(s - s) w, and the rate
n w
of growth of the real wage equals the growth rate of labour productivi-
ty: w - m.
This underemployment path of economic Q rowth is surrounded by growth
paths of periodical fluctuations in both the employment ratio and the
profit share. Thus we have cyclical fluctuations in the rate of profit
and the rate of accumulation, too.
The process of cyclical oscillations in S and n i s described by equation
a s - (mfa ) ((s -s )~k]n [s -k(mtn)]~k
(4g) e 2 B 1- De n w (1-n) r
D is a constant, depending on inítial conditions.






Rewriting equations (43) and ( 46) in terms of their equilibrium values
yields
(49) 6.- Sfk (sn-sw)(n-n~)1
(50) n - (I-n)a2(8~-B).
Now we may quite easily determine the direction of both variables in the
regions I - IV:
(51) B~~ 0 - n ~ n~,
(52) n~ p~ S C S~.38
The dynamic interaction of the economic variables within the accumul-
ation cycle can be described as follows, We start on the border of
region IV and region I with (S, n) -(sG, nmin). ~e rate of growth of
the real wage is less than the rate of growth of labour productivity,
therefore the profit share will rise. A rising profit share leads to a
rising profit rate and thereby to a rísing accumulatíon rate. But the
accumulation rate is below its equilibriLan level, i.e., r~(min), so
the employment ratio wil.l decline, because g - r-(m f n). In region II
the rate of growth of labour productivity is still greater than w and
the falling wage share will augment the rate of profit. The rising
accumulation rate is now Qreater than its equilibrium value and this
raises the employment ratio. Beyond its equilibrium value the employment
ratio will enable the working class to raise the real waQe such that the
wage share will reduce the profit share, i.e., w~ m such that ir ~ 0. In
region III we have therefore the profit-squeeze situation, which entails
a positive rate of accumulation, a rising employment ratío and a rising
wage share even before reaching the maximal level of S. In region IV the
accumulation rate has fallen below its equilibrium value thus reducing
the employment ratio. Nevertheless w ís still greater than m which in
turn will reduce the profit share further.
So far, so good. The reader may have noticed that this story is pretty
much the same as that part of Marx's theory mentioned above. So Good-
win's model may serve as a description of the Marxian point of view on
the basíc determinants of the cyclical accumulation process.
Before turninR to the next section we should point out, however, that
one of the basic links in the dynamic interactions is equatíon (40).
This equation tells us that the rate of accumulation depends on the
profit share. Imagine now a savings ratio independent of income distri-39
bution, that is to say, consider a- sw - s~. In this case the rate of
accumulation would be independent of the profit share and in fact r
would be constant, r- a~k. Consequently the rate of growth of the
employment ratio would be constant, too! Instead of analyzing processes
of cyclical accumulation we would be back in the world of simple growth
models characterized by constant rates of growth for the relevant va-
riables. In other words, dropping out the dependence of the accumulation
rate on distributíon (via a savíngs ratio which is independent of dis-
tribution) would drastically change the working of the model.an
V. A Model with Variable Capacity T~tílization
V.1 Preliminarv Remarks
It has been shown in the preceding section that Goodwin's model of
accumulation cycles is basically characterized by its assumption on the
development of real wages and the wage share. With respect to this
mechanism the profit share will be reduced whenever the degree of em-
plovment rises above its long run average value (its equilibriun value).
This reduction, in turn, slows down accumulation and employment growth
so that the same mechanism is going to work the other way round.
Being subject to some rather rigid assumptions, the model provides a
field for quite a lot of generalizations. If we consider it as a tool
for clarifying some theoretical issues in the Marxist theory of accumul-
ation cycles we might for instance wish to remove the assumption of a
neutral technical progress and allow for a rising capital coefficient.l)
AlthouQh interesting for "fallinQ rate of profit"-theories of crises,
thís modification will not be dealt with in the present paper.
The underconsumptionist view i.n Marxist crisis theory relies on a pro-
cyclical development of the profit share, on divergent developments of
productive capacity and mass purchasing power, and on realization pro-
blems necessarily triggered off by that. As Goodwin's model implies
countercyclical movements of the profit share in the latter halves of
both the expansion and the recession, respectively, and product market
equilibria on the macro and the sectoral levels as well, it does not
1) This assumption would be in line with the second part of the chapter
on the general law of capital accumulation, where Marx did analyse the
effects of a rising organic composition of capital on the accumulation
cycle. Cf. Marx (18h711477a), chapter 25.2.41
seem to be particularly suited as a starting point for the elaboration
of a formal model of underconsumptionist ideas.
Goodwin's model rather seems to be an adequate basic model for the
"profit squeeze"-variant of Marxist theories of accumulation cycles
because it describes distributional changes along the same lines as it
is done there. Wíthin this approach the recognition of product market
disequilibria - not as a cause but as a consequence of declining profit
shares and investment demand - would be an important step forward,
though perhaps no[ indispensable from the very start. Unfortunately, we
are not prepared to deal with this problem here. Nevertheless, one
aspect of the realization problem - the possíble discrepancy between
actual and capacity production - will be taken into account here. To do
so, we introduce an independent ínvestment function. Together with the
asstanption of a permanent product market equilibrium - which amounts to
assuming an immediate response of production to demand - these relations
will determine the actual level of production.l) As this can and will
differ from maximum production, the degree of capacity utilization will
be determined endogenously by these considerations.z) Capital utilizat-
ion which is implicitly assumed to be constant in Goodwin's model, will
play an important rale in our model: It will be one of the two factors
influencing the profit rate and - indirectly - investment. To some
extent, then, the rate of profit is again identified as the central
variable of the theory of capital accumulation.
Once again, the formal model to be developed below boils down to two
I) Although the former as well as the present model contain the perma-
nent equality of savings and investment, the economic interpretation of
this equality differs. While in the former model investment is passively
governed by savings, now investment determines savings ín a Keynesian
way.
2) The idea is borrowed from Domar (1946).42
differential eouations in the share of profit and the degree of employ-
ment as variables. It will be shown that under certaín parameter re-
strictions the variables follow paths of accumulation cycles. Whether
the cyclical ups and downs tend to decline or to "explode" will depend
on parameter values. Goodwin's stable oscillations may evolve as a
special case.
V.2 Definitions and Assumptions of the Model
In order to enable the reader to consider this model independently from
the previous section we present here the whole set of varíables and
equations. Our model contains the following fifteen variables:
K real capital stock
P potential output





p rate of profit
n profit share





w real waQe rate43
All other symbols (a, n, al, a2, m, a, r~, b, E) present posítive parame-
ters.l)
The set of definitions do not need further explanation:
(53) p - IIIK
(54) n - IIIY
(55) 9 - YIP
(56) 8 - LIA
( 57) a - SIY
(58) ~~ - YIL
(59) r - K
(60) II - Y - wL
The remaining seven relations are assumptions:
(61) P - aK
(62) A - n
(63) w - -al ~- a2R
(64) y - m
(65) a - ann, n ~ 1
(h6) r - bpE, e ~ 1
(67) S - K
1) please note that the parameters al ~ aL, a and b which are used in
this section are not identical with those of section III which are
exaressed by the same symbols.44
Relations (61), (62), (63) and (64) have been used by Goodwin as well.
They imply a constant ratio between capital and capacity output, a
constant rate of growth of labour supply, a linear function between the
rate of growth of the real wage and the employment ratio, and a constant
rate of growth of labour productivity, respectively.
The assianptíons (65), (66) and (67) have already been mentioned above.
They represent a savings function, an investment function and an equili-
briian condition between savings and investment, respectively.
AccordinQ to the savings function, the savings ratio wi11 rise and fall
together with the profit share, the constant elasticity of the savings
ratio with respect to the profit share being either greater or smaller
than one. (Unity is excluded for reasons explained below). Our present
formulation may be viewed as an alternative to the Kaldorian savings
function (used above) and at the same time as a generalization of Good-
win's assumption a- n. 1) The investment function tells us that the
rate of accumulation depends on the profit rate. Again the elasticity
between the variables may be greater or less than one and the reason to
exclude E- 1 will be given below. An investment function with the same
variables has been proposed e.g. by Kalecki.2) Our equation may be
regarded as a Qeneralization of Goodwin's investment function r- p.
In the present model the equílibrium condition serves to determine
capacity utilization via the intersection of the savings ratio and the
investment share, both depicted as functions of the profit share.3) Thus
1) Kaldor's savings function implies a variable elasticity of the sav-
ings ratio with respect to the profit share which (a) rises with the
profit share and (b) is smaller than unity. Thus our present function is
at the same time more special (a constant elasticity) and more general
(an elasticíty of greater than one is not excluded) than Kaldor's.
2) Cf. Kalecki (1971), p. 7.
3) See equations (74) and (75) below.45
the equilibrium condition entails the assumption of an instantaneous
adjustment of production to demand. We admit that this is rather unsat-
isfactory for a model of an accumulatíon cycle. The assumption could,
for example, be replaced by an adjustment process as has been used above
in the Harrodian model. This would make the model much morer difficult
wíthout beinQ really satisfactory either, because a constant speed of
adjustment seems rather unlikely in dífferent phases of a cycle.
As our modifications of Goodwin's model are restricted here to the
introduction of the subset of equations (65) -(67), realization pro-
blems will not he reflected in excess production or excess demand but in
variations of capacity utilization or,ly. Nevertheless, we consider this
approach as a useful step towards a full account of realization pro-
blems.
V.3 The Reduction of the Model to a System of Tfao Differential Equations
Our model can he boiled down to a system of two nonlinear differential
equations in S and n.
Ay means of equations (54), (58) and (h0) and differentiation with
respect to time we ohtain
n-(y - w)(1 - n). (This equation is identical with (45).)
Insertion of assumptions (63) and (64) yields our first equation
(68) n-(~al-a2s)(1-n), (This equation is identical with (46).)46
To establish the second equation ín g is more difficult and we need some
addítional steps.
From ( 5fi) and ( 53) we get
(69) B - YI(YA)-
With (55) and (61), Y can be replaced by
(70) Y - BaK.
Substitution into (Fi9) yields
(71) s - 6aK~(yA).
Expressing (71) in terms of Qrowth rates leads to
(72) 8- 0f K- y- A.
Now we apply (59), (67) and (64) to get a second differentíal equation
(73) S- 9f r- (mtn).
vote that this equation is only a preliminary one because we still have
to substitute 8 and r by expressíons in n.
This is to be effected alonQ the followinQ lines. The equilibrium condi-
tion hetween savinQS and ir,vestment may be expressed as47
(74) aY - rK.
TakinQ (70) into account leads to
(75) 6 - rI(aa). 1)
Next, the profit rate can be decomposed tautologically into the profit
share, the deRree of capacity utilization and the technical relation
between the capital stock and potential output:
(76) p - neo.
Consider now equations (h5), (66), (75) and,(76). They form a subset of
four equations ín fíve variables, i.e., a, n, p, 6 and r. These equat-
ions can be used to express the variables a, p, 8 and r as functions of
the profit share n only, Qiving rise to
(65) a - ann,
(77) e -
b1I(1-E)a-lI(1-E)o-In(E-n)I(1-E)~
(78) p - b1I(1-e)a-lI(1-e)n(1-n)I(1-e) and
(79) r -
b1I(1-e)a-EI(1-E)mECl-n)I(1-E).
An analoQOUS procedure can be used with respect to the ~rawth rates of
the same variables. From (65), (65), (75) and (75) we obtain
1) Cf. Domar (1946), p. 14.3, While nomar considers the (marginal) pro-
pensity to save as a constant and discusses the determinants of the rate
of aca4nulation verbally only, here his idea is combined with an endoQe-
nous treatment of a and r.48
(80) a - nn,
(81) 6 - r - a,
(g2) p- n f 6 and
(f33) r - Ep.
These equations, in turn, lead us to the subset
(80) a - nn,
(fi4) 6 - [Ce - n)I(1 - E)]n,
(85) p - [(1 - n)IC1 - E)1n and
(8~J) r - ~E(1 - n)I(1 - E)~n.
Aefore using (79) and (R4) to rewríte equation (?3) in terms of the two
variables S and n only, it will be convenient to introduce the following
abbreviations:
(87) i - b1I(1 - E)a-EI(1 - E)~
(88) j - E(1 - n)I(1 - E).
They can be used to rewrite (79) as
(R9) r - in~.
Furthermore, ( 84) can be replaced by
(9~) 6 - (7 - n)n .
Equation (9~) is val.id because of(91) (E - n)I(1 - e) - j - n.
The other functions could be expressed by similar compact versions as
well, but that will not be done here.
Applying ( 89) and (q0), we can replace (73) by
(92) 8-(j - n)n f inj -(m f n).
As a final step we suhstitute n from equation (68) to get our desired
second differential equation
(93) S-(j - n)(al f m - a2s)B(1 - n)~n t isnj -(m f n)B.
If we were able to reach definite results, from the analysis of (93) and
(68), on the behaviour of the profit share and the employment ratio over
time, the movement of the other relevant variables could be easily
inferred by substituting these time paths into the subsystem (65), (77)
-(79) and the original system of equations.
V.3 Some Reflections on the Admissible ~Ambinations of Parameter Values
for the F.lasticities e and n
Refore startinQ to discuss the dynamics ínvolved in the equations (68)
and (93) we should define the range of admissible and economically rele-
vant constellations of the two elasticities e and n.50
First, we have to exclude all cases in which either E or n are equal to
one. If e were equal to one, investments would always remain a constant
proportion of profits. The equilibrium condition S- I would then imply
that the savings-profit ratio had to be constant as well. But the sav-
ings-profit ratio is in this model a function of the share of profit, so
the latter would have to be a constant, too. This, however, would con-
tradict the determination of the profit share throuQh the operation of
the labour market.
If, on the other hand, n were equal to one, savings would become a
constant proportion of profíts. Because of the equilibrium condition,
the same would be true for investment. Moreover, the accumulation rate
would become a constant proportion of the profit rate. But there is also
a nonlinear investment function with the same variables r and p, so that
both functions toQether would serve to determine a constant rate of
profit and a constant rate of accumulation as well.l) Hence, the profit
share could not exert any influence on capital accumulation at all which
would eliminate a basic feature of the profit squeeze approach.
If we allowed for e- ~- 1, it would be in contradiction with the
equilibrium condition unless we had a- b by chance. In fact, Goodwin's
assumptions imply a special parameter constellation, i.e.,
E- p- a- b- 1, while using a- b~ 1 alonQ with E- n- 1 would not
change his results considerably.
Secondly, we feel entitled to exclude all cases in which one of the
elasticities were less than one while the other were Qreater than one.
Formally spoken, we omit all parameter constellations which give rise to
1) The two equations are r- ap an3 r- b~. From (7R) and (79) it can
easily be seen that in this case P~ and r~ become independent of n and
that they are determined by a, h and c alone.51
j ~ 0. It follows from (85) that in these cases the profit rate and the
profit share would move in different directions. The accumulation rate
would therefore be negatively affected by a rising profit share. Obvi-
ously, this dynamical interaction would contradict the underlying ideas
of the profit squeeze approach.l)
As a consequence of these reflections we will be more interested in
analysing constellations in which both elasticities are either smaller
or greater than one. In all these cases the rate of profit and the
profit share will move in the same direction.
The equality of the elasticities provides special cases in which the
growth rates of the profit rate and the profit share are equal. F.quation
(84) tells us that this result is due to a constant degree of capacity
utilization, As this is a feature of Goodwin's model, we may - in these
cases - expect results similar to his within our framework,
AlthouQh we will not completely dismiss the cases of a constant degree
of capacity utilization, we prefer to have a closer look at situations
in which the latter shows cyclical variations. That is to say, we shall
analyse in the followinQ section the dynamical behaviour of our differ-
ential equations under the restriction e~ r1. Equation (84) indicates
that we may distinQuish two subgroups of parameter constellations.
Gonsider first the case (A),
(A) 1~ e~ n~ 0 or n~ e~ 1.
In hoth situations the capacity utilization wíll rise whenever the
profit share does. More formally the case may be expressed by
1) But compare Glombowski~KruQer (19R1) for an analysis of this "under-
consumptionist" constellation.52
(94) (e - n)I(1 - e) - j - n ~ ~ case (A)
It follows that under these conditions the profit rate will grow faster
than the profit share. The variations of capacity utilization thus
enforce the impact of the profit share on the profit rate.
Consider now the opposite case (C),
(C) 1~ n~ E~ 0 or e~ n~ 1.
Instead of ( 94) we have now
(95) (e - n)~(1 - E) - J- n ~ ~- case (C)
Under the restrictions of (C) the deQree of capacity utilization will
fall whenever the profit share rises, which will weaken, although not
reverse, the positive impact of the profit share on the rate of profit.
Between (A) and (C) we find as a borderline the Goodwin-like case (B),
(B) n ~ e - n ~ 1
(96) (E - n)I(1 - e) - j - n - 0. case (B)
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Figure ?i indicates the relation between the rate of profit and the share
of profit with respect to dífferent combinations of the elasticities
e and n. Only those regions which are associated with positive relation-
ships between these variables can be consídered as relevant for a gener-
alized profit squeeze model. Therefore the shaded regions, including
their boundaries, contain parameter combinations which may be neglected
in the present context.
V.4 The Working of the Model with a VaryinQ Capacity Utilization
In this section we shall analyse the dynamic behaviour of our model
m ~
~




~ P~ ~ 1
i
under the parameter restrictions (A) and (C). For an analysis of the54
Goodwin-like case (B) the reader is referred to appendix IV, case 3.
These two constellations imply a variable degree of capacity utilization
on the lines indicated in the previous section. It may be questioned
whether the introduction of a capacity utilization effect will tend to
stabilize the economic model discussed so far. Or could the effect just
produce the opposite result of destabilizing the system? These questions
cannot be answered in general terms, so we are bound to discuss the
problems in the model-world of our two differential equations. Consider
the system made up of (68) and (93), i.e.
ir - (al -F m - aZS)(1 - n)
(97)
B-(j - n)(al t m- a~s)6(1 - nl~n f ign~ -(m -F. n)6.
The unique positive equilibrium point of (97) isl)
(98) (B0. nC) - (á (m i- al), ~i (m f n)~1~J).
2
Note that the equilibrium value for the employment ratio is identical
with that of section IV, i.e. with Goodwin's result. Again we stress the
existence of the reserve army in the Marxian sense to postulate an
equilibrium value below full employment, that is to say, the parameters
are supposed to meet the inequality m f al ~ a2. The de[erminants of the
equilibrium value of the profit share are now different from Goodwin's.
In equílibrium, the profit share is independent of the capital coeffi-
cient or the capital-capacity output relation, respectively. In our
1) For the calculations see appendix IV.55
model n0 is determined by the parameters of the savings and the in-
vestment function and by the exogenously given rates of growth of labour
productivity and labour supply.
The locus for ir - 0 is the same as in section IV and it is clear from
(97), that
(99) ;r ~ 0- S~ BO for 0 ~,r ~ 1.
As to the disequilibrium behaviour of S, we can use (93) to define the
locus for g- 0 in the n, g-plane. This equation can then be solved
for S and we get
(100) S- 1 (a i- m) -~(m -~ n) - in~]n
aZ 1 a2(1 - n)(j - n)'
Applying the equilibrium values for S and n from ( 98) we may rewrite
equation (100) as follows
(101)
(n~ - n~)in
B- BO } a~(1 - n)(l - n)-
It is shown in appendix IV that (101) can be depicted as is done in
figures 9 and 10 for cases (A) and (C), respectively. The diagrams have
been completed by arrows indicating the directions in which the vari-
ables will move.
In both cases, n will decline (rise) for points above (below) the equí-
librium value of the employment ratio - compare (99). Fquation (93)
tells us that the rate of change of (3 will be positive (negative) for
points lyin~ below (above) the curve defined by (101) in the case (A)
and vice versa ín case (C). More formally, we obtain56
(102)
, ~ ~ (n~ - no)in
in case ( A), and
S ~ 0~ S~ SO } a2(1 - n)(] - n)'
, ~ ~ (n3 - nó)in
(103) B~ 0~ S~ SO } a2(1 - n)(J - n)' in case (C).
Looking at the díagrams we recognize that a cyclical behaviour of both



















Case (C), j- n ~ 058
Now we would like to know whether the equilibria corresponding to (A)
and (C) are stable or not. Once again we have to linearize the system
(97) around the equilibrium point (g0, n0) to get the vector different-
ial equation
( 104)
0 -a2(1 - n0)
-a260(j - n)(1 - n0)~n0
It is convenient to abbreviate the elements of the Jacobian as follows:
C105) A - -a260(j - n)(1 - n0)InO~
(106) B - -aZ(1 - n0),
(107) C - iSOjnó 1.
r0 B
The Jacobian of (104) can thus be written LC A~
The eigenvalues are determined by
(108) u1~2 - 2 A t 2[AZ f 4BC)1~2.
Let us consider case (A) first, in whích the coefficient (j - n) is
strictly positive. Therefore, we have a negative real part of the eigen-
values, because the term A ís negative - compare (105). The equilibriun
point is therefore locally asymptotically stable. In the opposite case
(C) we find a positive real part of the eigenvalues, because the coeffi-
cient (j - r1) is negative. Accordingly, A must be positive and the
equilibrium point is local]y unstable.59
So far, so good. But what about the problem we are even more interested
in, that is to say, whether or not the solutions of (97) allow for
cyclical oscillations near the equilibrium point and in the large?
In brief, we have to check whether the discriminant in (108) is negative
or not. As A2 is positive irrespective of the siqn of (j - n), the
product BC must be negative, if we are to be able to take oscillatory
solutions into account. Fortunately, this possibility does exist because
the product BC is negative (B ~ 0, C~ 0). Yet the parameter restrict-
ions imposed so far are not sufficient to guarantee cyclical solutíons.
Instead of classifying the range of admissible solutionsl) (including
those of cyclical character) we introduce the condition which ensures
complex eigenvalues or a cyclical behaviour of the system around the
equilibrium point (S0, n0). Then we shall refer to two phase diagrams
for the constellations (A) and (C), respectively. After the geometrical
puzzle we will turn to a discussion of the economic content of the
dynamics involved.
The condition for cyclical oscillations around the equilibríum point is
(109)
1 - ~0 ~ 4~(m -~- n)
r0 (m f al)(7 - n)2
If the inequality (109) holds true we can illustrate the situation in
the neighborhood of (g0, n0) with the help of figure 11 for case (A) and
figure 12 for case (C).2)
1) This has been done in the appendix IV,
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Let us consider figure 11 first. Obviously the direction of the dynami-
cal movement around (S0, n~) is counter-clockwise as in the model dis-
cussed in section IV. The dynamic interaction of this motion is, on the
other hand, rather different, because the oscillations towards the
stable equilibrium point are now characterized by an enforcement effect
on the profit rate and therefore on the rate of accumulation as well,
Look at equation (90) which may help to explain this effect, In case (A)
there is a positive link between a change in the rate of growth of the
profit share and that of capacity utilization. A rising profit share
thus induces a positive utilization effect ( dB~dn ~ 0) and vice versa,
if dn ~ ~. In other words, the well-known profit squeeze effect due to a
falling profit share will be enforced by a falling capacity utilization,
both effects occurring in regions III and,IV. There is a symmetrical
argument for the recovery of our model-economy. Once the profit share
has started to rise, the speed of accumulation will be enforced by an
accelerating growth of capacity utilization, compare region II. Note
that in region II we have simultaneously a rising employment ratio, a
rising output and - partly - rising wages.l) Moreover, the rising capa-
city utilization contributes to higher rates of profit and accumulation.
The overall effect of the variations in capacity utilization clearly is
stabilizing the model, precisely because the variations of 6 are effect-
ive in weakening the potentially destabilizing dynamics before reaching
the peak (see region III) and the bottom (see region I). In appendix IV
it will be shown that the equilibrium point is even stable in the large.
1) This situation of a rising employment ratio and rising output, which
is in region II compatible with rising real wages and a rising profit
share, seems to be somewhat close to Kalecki's argument in his article
on "Class Strup,gle and Distribution of National Income", see Kalecki
(1971), pp. 156-164.62
Turning to figure 12 we may expect quite the reverse situation. In fact,
the relation between 6 and n in case (C) is such that the effects of
shifts in the profit share on the rate of profit (and r) will be weaken-
ed by adverse variations of 8, d6~dn ~ 0. The early upswing, character-
ized by a rising profit share, a rising rate of profit and a rising rate
of accumulation - is less dynamic because the negative capacity utiliz-
ation effect on the rate of profit will weaken this process. Thus the
employment ratio will start to rise later, i.e. only after n has passed
its equilibrium value, because the rate of accumulation will stay longer
below its equilibrium value n f m. On the other hand the working of 0
will weaken the profit squeeze effect, too. Thus a falling share of
profit and a rising capacity utilization will - under the parameter
restriction (C) - reduce the decline in the rate of profit and the rate
of accumulation, respectively. The overall effect of B on the strategic
variables p and r amounts to a destabilization of the model-economy. The
outward spiraling trajectories would tend to "explode" if we would not
take exogenous bounds into account.
We have only covered a relatively small part of the possible dynamical
movements of system (97) so far. But we haye focussed on the study of
cyclical oscillatíons around (gC, xo) under the parameter constellations
(A) and (C) because of our interest in studying the dynamical behaviour
of our model within the framework of a profit squeeze approach.
It has been our main effort to study a model on Marx-Goodwin lines with
an additional feedback from the commodity market. The dynamics involved
in the commodity market are ohviously much more complex than our intro-
duction of some of its aspects could cover. Nevertheless, we consider63
the introduction of a variable degree of capacity utilization as a
useful first step for an understanding of the ínteraction between labour
market and commodity market dynamics in a Marx-Goodwin type of model of
a cyclically growing capitalíst economy.
So far we have seen that profit share fluctuations are the principal
determinant of the fluctuations of the rate of profit and the rate of
accumulation. With respect to the turning points of fluctuatíng grvwth
there is a deeply rooted disagreement between the (more or less) Keynes-
ian and the (more or less) Marxist approach; that is to say, the Marxist
view of the movement of the profit share as countercyclical (profit-
squeeze effect) seems to be incompatible with the Keynesian view of a
procyclically moving profit share. The fluctuations of the relative
shares in our models are determined by the fluctuations of the rate of
growth of the real wage.l) It may be questioned, then, whether this
problem of pro- or countercyclical fluctuations of the distributional
shares should not be answered empirically, by considering the time
series of the real wage in advanced capitalist economies. We briefly
turn to this problem in the next section.
1) Evidentl.y this is a consequence of keeping the rate of growth of
labour productivity constant.64
VI. On Some Empirical Studies of the Real Wage Fluctuations
It may be worth-while to recall from the General Theory [hat Keynes
shared the (then) undisputed víew of an inverse relationship between the
real wage and the level of employment: "In a given state of orqanis-
ation, equipment, and technique, the real wage earned by a unit of
labour has a unique (inverse) correlation with the volume of employ-
ment."1)
This relation follows directly from the neoclassical demand function for
labour, based on the assumptions of a falling marginal productivity of
labour and profit maximization under perfect competition.
As it happened, two years after the publication of the General Theory,
Dunlop noticed in an empirical study of the F.nglish economy that in the
more recent history of the economy a rising (falling) level of employ-
ment has been accompanied by a rísing (falling) real wage at least as
often as the other way round.Z) One year later Tarshis published an
article with very similar results for the T)nited States.3) Again it may
be of interest to recall Keynes' answer to both Dunlop and Tarshis:
"Meanwhile I am confronted by the fact that their conclusions tend to
confirm the idea that the causes of short-períod fluctuations are to be
found in chanRes in the demand for labour, and not in changes in its
real supply price."4) On the whole Keynes was (rightly of wrongly)
rather sceptical with respect to the quality of the presented material
and did not abandon the position of the General Theory.5)
1) See Keynes (1936), p. 17.
2) See Dunlop (1938).
3) See Tarshis (1939).
4) Keynes (1939), p. 411.
5) Compare Ruqgles' critique of Tarshis' and Dunlop's studies, too;
RugQles (1940).h5
In the sixties, Kuh presented some empirical material on the real wage
movement in the United States, more precisely, he discussed the time
series of the real wages from 1913 - 1957 in U.S. manufacturing, point-
ing out that there is no clear cut empirical support for an inverse
relationship between the real wages and employment.l) Bodkin was, in his
empirical study, even more explicitly concerned with the Keynesian
statement: "The traditional view, developed by Rueff in 1925 and adopted
by Keynes in his General Theory, that real wages are inversely related
to the cyclical utilization of the labour force, receives little support
from the data examined in this paper."2) More recently Neftci found (for
the United States) a posítive correlation between current employment and
the current real wage, whereas the relation between current employment
and lagged values of the real wage was negative.3)
In short, there seems to be no empirical support for a unique inverse
relation between real wages and employment and Keynes' affirmation (as
well as some of his followers) of such a relationship is, in our view,
rather doubtful.
Less controversy seems to exist with respect to the relation between the
growth rate of money waQes and the employment ratio. Suffice it to say
that Phillips - in his seminal article4) - established the naa well-
known relation between the growth rate of money wages and the level and
the rate of change of unemployment. One of his main conclusions was that
over a remarkable period of economic development in the United Kingdom
the growth rate of money changes fluctLiated procyclically. But there is
no doubt that the growth rate of the price level has been fluctuating
1) See Kuh (1966).
2) Bodkin (1959), p. 370.
3) See Neftci (1978).
4) See Philiips (1958).66
procyclically, too. Thus a theory is needed to determine simultaneously
the growth rates of the money wages and of the employment ratio before
introducing a specific real wage-employment relation.
Even in our real world framework it is not sufficient to discuss the
real wage-employment relation. For the profit squeeze argument we need a
dynamic interaction between the wage share and the employment ratio such
that the wage share is rising before the peak of the cycle is reached,
or, to put it in other terms, before the maximum level of the employment
ratio is reached. This movement would have to result from a set of
empirically confirmed relationships between the (growth) rates of pro-
fit, accumulation, labour supply, the real wage and labour productivity.
AQain, we may not expect identical results with respect to different
time periods, different countries and different elements of the set.
We feel entitled, however, to remind the reader of a recent study of
Weisskopf, who has analysed empirically the relevance of the different
Marxist theories of economic crisis.l) Interestingly enough he found a
remarkable support for the profit squeeze variant on the basis of post-
war data of the United States. Weisskopf analysed the data for the non-
financial corporate business sector (producing about 60~ of the U.S.
GNP) from 1q49-1975 and summarized his findings as follows: "In sum, the
available evidence on lahour markets and the wage share in the NFCB
sector of the postwar U.S. economy is largely consistent with a reserve-
army-based RSL variant of Marxian crisis theory, both in the context of
the short-run business cycle and in the context of longer-run fluctu-
ations in the rate of profit."2) These results should not be overestim-
1) See Weisskopf (1979).
2) See Weisskopf (1979), p. 366f. RSL is the abbreviation for "rising
strength of labour" which is Weisskopf's term for the "profit squeeze".h7
ated and they should not be regarded as a powerful weapon in establísh-
ing a superioríty of the profit squeeze in comparison with the Keynesian
approach. But obviously the results do underline the relevance of the
special variant of Marxist theory presented in this article for an
explanation of some aspects of accumulation processes in advanced capit-
alist societies. An explicit and endogenous treatment of both, the
nominal wage rate and the price level, may help to explain what lies
behind the different empirical results.l) Moreover, the assumption of a
constant rate of productivity growth may prove fallacious: Even if real
wages happen to move into the same direction as nominal wages, procycli-
cal changes in the growth rate of labour productivity may overcompensate
and reverse the positive impact of real wage increases on the wage
share.2)
1) For explicit analyses of the nominal waQe rate and the price level
within the framework of Goodwin's model see Desai (1973) and Wolfstetter
(1977).
2) The business cycle model proposed by Sherman (1979) heavily relies on
this effect.
A recent attempt to explain, within a framework of long swings, the
existence of "normal" as well as "abnormal" variations of the profit
share - judged from a profit squeeze perspective - is to be found in
Gordon~Bowles~Weisskopf (1983).68
VII. Summary
Let us close with a brief summary of our discussion. We started by
embedding our ideas in Keynesian and Marxian theories of cyclical
growth.. It has been argued that Harrod's contributions to the Keynesian
(or Post- or Neo-Keynesian, if you like) theory might serve as a start-
ing point to explain procyclical oscillations of the profit share in a
model of unstable growth. The center of the dynamic interactions is the
product market, leading in a Harrodian framework to an unstable growth
cycle around an equilibrium path, which is compatible with unemployment
in the Keynesian sense.
In section IV we discussed Goodwin's model to describe the opposite view
from a Marxist framework. We studied the process of cyclical accumul-
ation of capital around an underemployment path in the Marxian sense,
leading to a profit squeeze through a rising wage share before the peak.
Clearly the center of the dynamic process is the labour market. Our own
model of the fifth section tries to incorporate one aspect of product
market dynamics by introducinQ a variable capacity utilization. Although
this modification affects the results of the original Goodwin model by
giving rise to damped oscillations around a stable equilibrium path or
to rísinQ fluctuations around unstable grocvth paths, the basic mechanism
is preserved.
In the last section it has been indicated that distributional changes in
income shares due to changes of the real wage reveal no overall convinc-
ing empirical basis for neíther approach.59
Therefore we questíoned, whether one should take further factors into
account to explain the actual cyclical fluctuations of the relative
income shares, i.e, fluctuations in productivity growth, the price level
and nominal waqes.l)
1) The authors have developed a series of models containing pro- and
countercyclical influences on productivity growth which will be present-
ed elsewhere.Appendix I
In this appendix we shall analyze some alternative parameter constell-
ations of our basic "Harrodian" model with special emphasis on the
stability properties. We shall íllustrate the various distinct situat-
ions by means of phase portraits.
Let us start with the calculation of the equilibriian values for s and g.
The loci of the two differential equations
(10) g - a(vg - s) and
(14) 's - ag - bs - c
are
(15) s-(a~b)g - c~b for s~ -O and
(17) s- vg for g- 0.
Rewriting (14) and (16) as a vector equation yields
(A.1)
1 - b -s




A uniquely determined positive solution (s~, g~) of (A.1) exists if and
only if the slope (a~b) of the locus S- p.is greater than the slope v
of p- ~, i.e., (a~b) - v~ 0. The inverse matrix
exists and we Qet
1 - V
a c
(A.2) s- Í(a~b) - ~~-1 -~ b - b
g -1 1 0 '71
(A.3) (sD, gD) - (a,bclbV~ albclbV).
Stabílity Analysis of the Equílibrium Point (sc, gD)
We are interested in studying the dynamic behavíour of the equations
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s - sDl -I-b a
, D
Q - Q~~ ~ -a a~
The eíQenvalues of D may be determined from the characteristic polynom-
ial,
(A.6) u1~2 - -~(b - av) t ~((b - av)2 - 4ab(a~b - v)j;.
It will be useful to consider the eigenvalues in terms of the trace and
the determinant of the matrix D:
(A.7) tr(D) - av - b; det (D) - ab(a~b - v). Thus
(A.f~) u1~2 - 3tr(D) f 3[(tr(D))~ - 4 det (D)j~.
The discriminant will be abbreviated with the symbol A.72
Case 1
tr(D) ~ 0; det (D) ~ 0. The equilibrium point ( s~, g~) is both locally
and globally stable ín R}. Note that we have to distinguish between two
subcases ~ ~ 0 and 4~ 0.
la)
p~ D, ( sC, qD) i s a stable focus.l) The trajectories in the space
spanned by g and s spiral i nwards and reach (sD, gD) asymptotically.
The phase portrait looks as follows
s s - 0
g - 0
so
In the long run the economic system of our model world would converge -
via cyclical oscillations with decreasing amplitudes - to the equili-
brium path of the economy. Obviously this is not a convincing version of
1) For a careful description of the various singular points and their
qualitative properties see Knobloch~Kappel (1974), pp. 48ff.73
Harrod's thoughts on the dynamic functioning of the capitalist economy.
lb)
4~ ~. The equilibrium point is a stable node. T`his situation is - from
the Harrodian point of view - even less interesting than subcase (la)
because now the model exhibits a process of - in a sense -"cumulative
stability".





tr(D) ~ ~, det (D) ~ 0. AQain we shall have to analyze ~ ~ 0 and A~ 0
separately. Both situations seem to be of real interest for reflections
on Harrodían lines. We may have a process of cyclical growth with in-
creasing (and not endo~enously bounded) amplitudes for s and g or the
situation of - more or less -"cumulative instability". Let us consider74
the subcases in turn.
2a)
~~ 0. The equilibrium poínt is an unstable spiral point. Every small
deviation from the unstable growth path generates growth cycles around
(s~, g~) with increasíng oscillations.




~~ 0. The equilibrium point is an unstable ,node. Harrod's ideas on
"cumulative instability" may be identified With the dynamics within the
subregions I and III. It is no serious restriction that the dynamical
behaviour of the model in the subregions II and IV evidently does not
correspond to the principle of "cumulatíve ínstability" precisely be-
cause of the impossihility to stay infinitely within these subregions.
That is to say, every dynamic process starting in II or IV must definit-
ely leave the subregion and wil.l enter one of the subregions in which
"cumulative instability" governs.75
s s - 0
Figure A.4
Case 3
tr(D) - 0, det (D) ~ 0, 0~ 0. This is in fact a very special situation.
The eigenvalues are purely imaginary, The point (s~, g~) is a center.
The equilibrium path of the model is surrounded by disequilibrium paths
of cyclical growth with a constant amplitude. Thus every deviation from
(sD, g~) generates an endogenous process of cylical growth. This special
case may serve as an example for the possibility of cyclical growth
oscillations - due to endogenously determined variations of the savings
ratio - without systematic tendency towards increasing or decreasing
amplitudes.76
s s - 0
Figure A.5
Appendix II
In this section we shall briefly touch the problem whether Harrod's
unstable growth processes may continue infinitely or not. It seems to be
well-known that in Harrod's theory a disequilibriun path is at least
bounded from above. An expandinQ economy cannot - in the long run - grow
faster than the natural rate of growth gn. Note that Qn - in Harrod's
sense - is a full-employment rate of growthl) which is determined by the
rate of growth of the population and the rate of growth of labour pro-
1) The natural rate of growth "... excludes the possibility of 'invol-
untary' unemployment", It "... sets a limit to the maximum average value
of G(i.e., the actual rate of growth; J.G.~M.K.) over a long period."
Harrod (194R), p. R7.77
duc[ivity, respectively. This long run upper boundary should be consi-
dered as independent of the actual and the warranted rate of growth.
Note that in Harrod's system no attention is paid to a lower boundary
for the actual rate of growth.
Now let n be the rate of growth of the population B and denote by A the
supply of labour. Assume that the ratio A~B is constant. Then
(A.9) A(t) - A(0)ent, 0~ n, n- const,
Let m be the rate of growth of the labour productivity Y~L; then
L(t) - L(0)
emt' ~~ m, m- const.
Harrod's natural rate of growth under fu11 employment, i.e. L- A, is
then determined by
(A.11) gn - n ~- m.
It has already been mentioned that gn should not be considered as a
short-run upper bound for g. Instead of g~ gn we shall consider g~ gn
as one of the possible results of an upward process of disequilibritan
Qrowth. Clearly this situation will hold within a limited period only
because of the exhaustion of excess labour supply; after the full-em-
ployment level is reached the actual rate of growth will inevítably be
reduced t~ the level of Qn, Moreover, since the disequilibrium dynamics
is governed by the gaps between g and gw, the actual rate of growth will
decline onre the downward pressin~ forces start to work.78
We shall turn now to a simple extension of our basic model which enables
us to study the effect of gn on the dynamic behaviour of the system.
Assume that the dynamics of the actual rate of growth will be determined
by equation (10) as long as g~ gn. But whenever g~ s~v and g~ gn,
then the variations of g will be determined by a different regime. We
assume that there exists a short-run maximum level of actual growth
determined by gn plus a certain fraction of it, which may be interpreted
as an index for some forms of overemployment (extension of the workinQ
day and~or the working week, respectively).1) Let us write the new
relation determining the changes of g as
(A.12)
a(vQ-s), g~ gn, 0 ~ a, a- const.
Y(gn-dR). g~ gn. g~ s~v. ~~ Y~ Y- const.,
0~ d~ 1, d- const.
's - ag - bs - c
At this stage of the argumentation it might be helpful to consider a
phase portrait. We visualize the situation for a process of cumulative
instability.2)
1) If a rising Q reaches gn~ an excess supply of labour will still exist
and provide an additional possibility of g exceeding gn until this
"reserve army" is exhausted. A satisfactory formulation of the short run
maximum g would, therefore, have to be an endogenous one. It is admitted
that the formulation given by (A.12) falls short of that.
2) Compare Appendix I, case 2b.79
Figure A.6
From figure A.6 we may conclude that the main difference between the
unrestricted and the upward bounded situation arises from the "buffer"
in the subregion I. That is to say, when the short run (over-) employ-
ment boundar 1
y d gn is reached a further growth of g becomes impossible.
At this level of growth the rising propensity to save will - according
to Harrod's idea of profit-inflation yielding a higher profit-share and
therefore a higher saving ratio - act quite effectively to push the
system towards subregion II. Next, a downward process of cumulative
instability will be induced because the system cannot stay in subregion
II; eventually the process will drive the economy into the slump, that
is to say, it is not very likely that the system can reach subregion IV.
The reader should keep in mind that Harrod was rather sceptical aboutao
the economy's ability to generate endogenously the set of conditions for
a new boom. In other words: Harrod has ar~ued in favour of an employment
boundary while refusing the assumption of a(symmetrical) lower boundary
to stop the downward directed process of cumulative instability.l)
Appendix III
In this appendix we shall present some results and derivations of the
model in section IV. We have seen above that our variant of Goodwin's
model boiled down to two nonlinear differential equations in S and n.
For convenience we rewrite equations (43) and (46) here:
B- S{kfsw f( sn - sw)nj -(m t n)}
(A.13)
n - (1 - ~r)(m f al - aZ8).
Now we shall establish the equilibrium solution of (A.13) and then the
disequilibrium solution.
In the open reQion (0, 1)Z exists a unique equilibrium point of (A.13),
i.e.
k(m f n) - s
(A.14) (BG, nG) - (a (m -1-
al)' s - s w).
2 n w
As to the disequilibrium solution we divide as a first step S by n.
I) Compare for example the followinQ statement: "While the equations
clearly show the instability of an advancin~ economy, they do not in
themselves provide very ~ood tools for analysing the course of the
slump." Harrod (1948), p. 9~.81
d8 ~[k 1(sn - sw)n f k lsw -(m f n)~
(A.15) án - (1 - n)(m t al - a2g)
Rewriting this ordinary dífferential equation yields
(A.16) (m f al - a26)(1 - n)d~ - 6[k 1(sr - sw)n -F k lsw -(m f n)]dn.
It is possible to seperate the variables:
(A.17) (m f al- a26)B lds -[k 1(sn-sw)n t k lsw (m f n)j(1 - n)-ldn.
This equation can be integrated directly leading to
(A.lF3) (m-Hal)lns - a2s f C1 - - k(s,~-sw)n - [k sn-(m1-n)~ln(1-n) ~- C2.
This equation gives rise to the first integral of (A.13)
(A.19) F(B.n) - a2s - (~al)1nR - k( sn-sw)n - [k s~ - (mi-n)]ln(1-n).
The function F is constant on the solution curves
(A.2~) F(S,n) - C1 - C2, 0~ C1 - C2 - const.
A transformation of equation (A.1R) leads to equatíon (48) in section
IV,
a S -(mfa ) I( s -s )n 1[s -k(m~n)] (C -C )
(A.21) e 2 S 1- D ek
n
w(1-n)k ~ , D- e 1 2.R2
Projecting F on the (B,n)-plane yields closed orbits. The disequilibríum
solutions, uniquely determined by initial conditiotis, can be interpreted
as periodical oscillations in g and n with constant amplitudes.
Stability Analysis of the Equilibrium Point
Linearization of (A.13) around (g~, n~) yields
(A.22)
n (1
B - k (sn-sw)Bp
-a2(1-n~)
The trace of the Jacobian is zero, tr(J) - 0, whereas the determinant is
positive, i.e. det (J) ~ 0.
To calculate the ei~envalues we consider the characteristic polynomial
(A.23) u2 f a2(1 - n~)S~(sn - sw)~k -(1 with the solution
(A.24) u1~2 - t f-a2(1 - n~)so(sn - sw)Ik]~.
The eiqenvalues are purely imaginary, therefore the equilibrium point of
the linearized system (A.22) is stable. It is called a center. Note,
however, that (S~, np) is not asymptotically stable. But the equilibrium
point of the nonlinear system could be a center or a focus (stable or
unstable); in any case we know that the equilibrium point is surrounded
by closed orbits only. Thus it is a center.
An eleQant method to show that (s~, n~) is a stable equilibrium point of
the nonlinear svstem (A.13) is the Liapunov-method. We can apply our
first inteRral (A.19) in a slightly modified form as a Líapunov-funct-
ion,83
(A.25) V(s,n) - a2(s-sU) - (mfal)ln(~IsU) - (sn - sw)(n - no)Ik -
- k[sn - k(mtn)j ln ~(1-n)I(1-n~)].
Proposition
(SU, rU) is the unique equilibrium point for (A.13) on (0,1)Z. The
continuous function V is defíned on
Ud(BU,nU), d ~ 0, Ua(SU,rU) [(0,1)2, and differentiable on
U~(~U,nU)~~~p~nq~~
Then ( g~,n~) is a stable equilibrium point.
Proof
We refer to stability in the sense of Liapunov. Therefore we have to
show that (i) V(SO,nO) - 0, (ii) V(sU,~U) ~ V(s,n), if s~ 80' ~~ n0'
and (iii) V(S,n) C 0.
To prove property (i) is trivial. With respect to (ii) we have to show
that V(SO, nU) is a minimum, that is to say, we have to check the first
and second order conditions for V(S,n) at (SU,rU).
The necessary conditions are fulfilled, since
aVIa6 - a2 -(m~-al)BU1 - 0, aVla~ - k[sr-k(mfn)~C1-np)-1- k(sn-sw) - 0.
The sufficient conditions are also fulfilled, since the leading princi-
pal minors of the Hessian are positive:
2
a 2 - (mfn)gU2~0, (a2vlas2)(a2vlan2) - (mfn)s~2 k[s~-k(mtn)j(1-nU)-2~0.
as
We conclude that the first and second order conditions for a mínimum at
(sU,nU) hold true on Us(SU~nU) [(0,1)2 C P}-R4
According to property (iií) the rate of change of V is non-positive. We
must show that ás as f an 2t ~ ~'
Now we have V(S,n) - fa2-(mfal)S ljs{k(s~-sw)n f k[swk(mfn)j} f
f {k[sn-k(mtn))(1-n)-1 - k(sn-sw)}(~al-a26)(1-n)
- 0. Q.E.D.
Remark
Velupillai (1979) has proved the stability property of (Sp, n~) (more
precisely: of (S~, 1-n~)), too. But his proof is not correct, because
the Liapunov-function applied in his article does not satisfy property
(i), Moreover, he has not checked property (ii).
Appendix IV
In this appendix we shall study some properties of the model of section V.
It might be useful to reproduce its two differential equations here:
n-(m f al - a2s)(1 - n)~
(A.2F)
6-(J - n)(m f al - a26)8(1 -~)In f isn~ -(m f n)B.
The equilibrium values for (A.26) are easily calculated:
(A.27) (Sp~ np) -(á(m f al). (i(m f n)11,1).
2
LookínQ for the loci n- ~ and g- p yields85
(A.28)
n - 0, 6-á (m~-al)
2
1 [(m -~ n) - in~]n
~- 0, B- a2 Cm f al) -
a2(i - n)C1 - n)'
The locus S- 0 may be written in terms of the equilibrium values
(n3 - n~)i~rt
(A.29) S- BD f
a2(j - n)(1 - n)'
Some Properties of (A.29):
Define (A.29) as
(A.3nl ~ - h(,r).
It has the followinQ properties:
(A.31) h(0) - S , h(n ) - S , lim h(n) - ~, (J - T1) ~ 0
0 0 0 nil -m, (J - n) ~ 0'
(A.32) h' (,r) -
(A.33) h'(n) -
(A.34)
i(n~ - ~r~)~(1 - n) f ijn3




~ 0, (J - n) ~ 0
~ h~(~) ,
, (j - n) C 0
h'(n}) - 0 -~ (n} - ~r~)~~r} - -(1 - n})j ~ nt ~ nD ~ j ~ 0,
(A.35) h'(nn) -
.i i~n~
a2(j - n)(1 - nD)' h,(r~)
~ ~, j ~ D, ( ] - n) ~ 0
' ~, J~ ~, ( j- n) ~ 0,
~ 0, j ~ ~, ( j- n) ~ 0
f~, ( j - p) ~ 0
(A~3~) 1im h'(n) -
~-.1 --~, ( j - n) ~ n86
(A.37) h"(n) -
ijnj-l~lf,rfj(1-n)l f 2i(,r~-~r~)~(1-n)
a2(J - n)(1 - rr)2
Stability Analysis of System (A.26)
We will now analyse the local stability properties of the equilibrium
point for various cases. At the end of this section we shall es[ablish a
theorem on the global stability of the equilibrium point for the para-
meter constellation of case (A).
For the following we need the partial derivaties of (A.26) at the equi-
librium point:
(A.38) ás - -a2B0(j - n)C1 - n0)~n0,
(A.39) á~ - ijgOnó 1 ~ 0,
(A.40) ás - -a2(1 - n0) ~ 0,
(A.41) án - 0.
With these elements of the Jacohian we can formulate the linearized
version of (A.26) as a vector differential e.uqation, i.e.
(A.42)
;r 0 -a2( 1 - ~r0) n - n0
!3 - ijSOn~ 1 -a2s~(j-n)(1-n0)In0 S - B~
We introduce some abbreviations for the elements of the Jacobian:87
(A.43) A - -a26C(j - ~1)(1 - nC)~nC,
(A.44) A - -a2(1 - n~),
(A.45) C - ijSC~rÓ 1.
Calculation of the eiQenvalues of the Jacobian yields
(A.46)
ul,Z -
A~2 t(A2~4 t BC)~
We abbreviate the discriminant with the symbol ~.
The different cases will be discussed in turn. Consider
Case 1
Let the trace of the Jacobian be negative, assume a positive determi-
nant, that is to say, tr(J) ~ 0 and det (J) ~ 0. We must distinguish two
subcases depending on the sign of the discriminant:
Case la) ~ ~ 0.
The eiQenvalues are complex numbers. In this case the equilibriian point
is a stable focus.
Remember that we already have discussed this parameter constellation in
section V. It is the case (A), (j - n) ~ 0. So we can immediately go on
to consider
Case lb) 6 ~ 0.
The eigenvalues are real nLUnbers. The point (SO, nC) is a stable node.
The economic meaning of this constellation amounts to a kind of "cumu-
lative" stability. The stabilizing forces of the varying capacity uti-88
lization drive the economy straight to the equilibrium path and there is
no room for a cyclical movement around the equilibritan point. A phase






We turn to another parameter constellation.
n
Case 2
We assune now a positive trace, that is to say, we consider
(i - n) ~ 0; furthermore the Jacobian determinant i s positive. Again we
have to distinQuish two subcases according to the sign of the discrimi-
nant.89
Case 2a) 0 ~ 0.
The eigenvalues are complex numbers. Thus the equilibriwn point is an
unstable focus. This is precisely the situation of our case (C), (j-n) ~
0, in section V with outward spiraling trajectories.
Case 2b) 4 ~ 0.
ilnder this parameter restriction the eigenvalues are real nwnbers and
the equilibrium point is an unstable node.
F,conomically we have a situation of cumulative instability, which means
that the destabilizing forces of the varying capacity utilization do not
even allow for explosive oscillations around the equilibrium point.
Rather the model-economy exhibits a process of steadily growing distanc-
es between the actual state of the economy and its equilibrium position.
This is irrespective of whether we start below or above the equilibrium
position. The phase diagram shows this very clearly.
Figure A.890
Now we shall go on to study a situation, which seems to be pretty much
the same as the dynamics involved in Goodwin's model.
Case 3
Formally the case to be analysed now is the followinQ: tr(J) - 0, det
(J) ~ 0, ~ ~ 0. Thus the eigenvalues are purely imaginary and the equi-
librium point is a center.
Recall from section V that we have concentrated ourselves on situations
with variable capacity utilization. However, we could find a parameter
constellation which would keep the capacity utilization constant, i.e.
case (B), 0 ~ e- r1 ~ 1. Equation (84) told us that in this case the
rate of growth of the capacity utilization coefficient was zero. From
section IV we know that in Goodwin's model it is implicitly assumed that
the capacity utilization is constant.
What will happen in our present model under the restriction
0 ~ e- rt ~ 1, implying (j-p) - 0?
First, our differential equations reduce to
ir - (m t al - a26)(1 - ~r),
(A.47)
S- ig~rj - Cm f n), j- E- n.
The equilibrium values are the same as in (A.27).







We already mentioned above that the equilibrium value of the profít
share is not determined the same way as in Goodwin's model. The same
holds true for the locus g- 0. Although it is a vertical line just as
in Goodwin's model, the determinants of this locus now depend on the
elasticities of the savings and the investment functions, respectively,
while being independent of the capital-output ratio. Before discussing





As to the disequilihrium solution of (A.47) we Qet, after an elimination




ás isnj - (mtn)s
After a separation of the variables we obtain:
(A,50) [in~ - (m~-n)](1-n)-ldn - (m f al - a2s)s-ldg.
To integrate the right hand side of (A.50) raises no problem:
J(m t al - a2B)s lds -(m f al)lns - a2s f constant.
It is more difficult to intef?rate the left hand side, Rewriting it in
the form
(A,51) inl(1 - n)-ldn - ( m ~- n)(1 - n)-ldn
shows the problem more clearly, that is to say, we cannot easily inte-
grate the first expression of this for all possible values of j. How-
ever, if j is a natural ninnber we may apply the recursion formula
nj nj-1 j-1 nj-2 j-2 j-1
1- n- 1- n- n - 1- n-
n - n etc.
until the first term becomes 1~(1-n) and all expressions can be inte-
grated seperately.
Applying this procedure to (A,51) for the special case j- 2 leads to
(A.52) 1 i m -~ n
[ 1 - n- i- in -
1- n~
dn,
the solutíon of which is93
(A.53) -(1~2)in2 - in - fi-(mfn)lln(1-n) f constant.
TakinQ the inte~ral of the right hand side of (A.50) into account yields
(mfa ) -a S
(A.54)
(1-n)-lf(mtn)e-ln(znfl) - HS 1 e z, H- const.
Now we can use the Qraphical method of Volterra to show that in fact
(A.54) is a closed curve. We may conclude, that we finally have derived
essentially the same solution as Goodwin in his model of cyclical
qrowth.
In the Qeneral case of j~ N we have to look for a numerical integrat-
ion.94
Appendix V: Numerical Examples for the Cases (A) and (C) of Section V
The results of the model depend on the values of its nine parameters m,
n, al, a2, a, e, n, a and b. The first six of them are chosen identi-
cally for both examples while the remaining three are assigned different
values accordin~ to the table below. From (some of) them the values of i
and j can be calculated which in turn allow us to determine n0. Next, ít
can be shown by the appropriate calculations that while (109) is satis-
fied for both examples, A is ne~ative in the first example (case (A))
and negative in the second one (case (C)). The table also contains the
equilibrium values of the interestinQ variables of the system, the
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